NEW QUEER MEDIEVALISMS

This series explores new directions in the study of gay, lesbian, transgender, intersex, and asexual medieval identities and, simultaneously, will expand the work of the queer Middle Ages beyond early English or continental studies. As Annemarie Jagose points out, “Queer [...] exemplifies a more mediated relation to categories of identification.” Touching on other forms of identity, Jagose’s definition of queer demonstrates how binaries which involve gender, sexuality, and culture often fail to account for a full range of experiences. Medievalists have done important work with queer in this way, and this series expands on the work done by some of these theorists. Almost every area of Medieval Studies (history, religion, philosophy) has a dedicated group of scholars interrogating the connections between medieval topics and Queer Studies. This series will provide these scholars with a new venue dedicated to their work but also bring various scholarly and geographic areas into conversation.
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Further Information
To submit a proposal or learn more about New Queer Medievalisms, please contact the Acquisitions Editor, Ilse Schweitzer Van Donkelaar (ilse.s.vand@gmail.com) or visit our website: www.wmich.edu/medievalpublications/books/new-queer-medievalisms

Publishing with MIP
MIP’s series use literary, historical, and material sources and employ innovative and interdisciplinary approaches to explore what it has meant to be human through the ages. Focusing on the late antique, medieval, and early modern periods, our publications explore such topics as popular culture; the human experience; media, materiality, and otherness; literature and literary culture; art, music, and drama; and religion and spirituality.

MIP offers rapid turn-around times, the newest digital policies, and global distribution. Books are distributed worldwide through our publishing partner, De Gruyter.